In this camp day, Preschoolers explore their sense of
sight, sound, smell, taste and touch. This camp day is an
introduction to how our five senses work and function and the ways in which
we use them in our everyday lives. Through hands-on experiments and
activities, campers will have the opportunity to explore the importance of all
five senses. Campers test their vision with optical illusions, experiment with
hearing, try their hands at reading Braille, decipher patterns with touch, and
use micro-slide viewers to view microscope slides of their ears, eyes, nose,
skin, and tongue. Children get their own taste test kit to learn how their nose
is linked to taste.

This energetic camp day explores energy transfer and energy conversion!
Children jump and push up to reach their potential. They stretch and
release wound rubber band gadgets. There is time to unwind with windup
toys that swim, hop and flip. Children spring into action with poppers,
Boinks, and jumping bugs. Pulling back a car lets children control how far it
goes. Children pair up and drop frog splat balls from different heights.
Children will also catapult into Newton's three laws of motion for the
second half of the day! Children will take-home several energy packed
projects.
In this day, children are
introduced to the science
of geology & paleontology. They examine three different rock types and
learn how and where they formed. Children investigate tectonic plates
and learn how their movements cause stress on the Earth. They discover
that volcanoes erupt to form land formations. Children spend the last
half of the day examining real fossil casts and the differences in the
teeth of herbivorous and carnivorous dinosaurs. Students will participate
in a mini dinosaur excavation, get messy in a slime tar pit, excavate for
their own fossils, and pan for some gemstones of their own.

Sea, Sand, and Surf plunges children into the depths of
ocean life. Children
are introduced to
the diverse wealth of life beneath the ocean’s waves. Children learn
to distinguish fish from invertebrates and explore some of the
adaptations sea creatures have developed for survival. Real shark and
whale tooth replicas let children get hands-on with marine biology.
Group games help them explore the concepts of food webs. They also
learn some things they can do to help protect ocean creatures and
habitats. Children spend the rest of the day studying the properties
of water. We’ll explore this fascinating fluid’s many facets including density, water as the universal
solvent, water pollution, and wave motion. Children gain firsthand experience as to why water is such a
remarkable substance. Children take home an anaglyph sea puzzle.

Throughout this day, our brave young astronauts will boldly
travel through the fantastic solar system. Campers explore the
mysteries of the solar system and learn how scientists study
the planets and stars and what kinds of tools are used for
space exploration. Children will discover not only how
astronauts get into space, but also how they live and work once
they get there. Join us for a day of space exploration that is
truly out of the world for young learners! Children take-home a
space mission project.

